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KHABAAR: AN IMMIGRANT JOURNEY
Madhushree Ghosh

• University of Iowa Press |FOOD NARRATIVE| Spring 2022
DANI SHAPIRO: "Crackles with energy and passion…awakens the

senses…and perhaps above all is a powerful love story between author and
family and country of origin.”
LUIS ALBERTO URREA: “I was not prepared for this new very powerful and

entrancing work. I highly recommend it. It’s unforgettable.”

DEESHA PHILYAW: “At once global in scope and deeply intimate, a

treasure.”

MIRA JACOB: “Wildly original. With her scientific sensibility, chef's palate and

poet's heart, Ghosh has given us a singular and spectacular read.”
ALEX CHEE: “Effortlessly wise … takes the food essay into entirely new directions.”

LACY M. JOHNSON: “Richly evocative…Ghosh seamlessly blends stories of food and family, longing and

grief, to reveal the power of food to connect us — to the past, to one another, to our appetites and desires,
to that which we wish to say when language fails.”
SONIA FALEIRO: “As thought-provoking as it is delicious, joyful, and a delight to read.”

Accomplished and applauded writer and scientist Madhushree Ghosh addresses identity, diversity, and the immigrant
experience through the lens of food with great passion and insight. She delves into how immigrant food traveled via
colonization, migration, refugee journeys, and indenture, and explores how immigrants use food to recreate their worlds
in a new place and maintain connections with their families and cultures.
Ghosh also reflects on her own roots, telling the story of her parents’ forced trek when they were young during India’s
Partition, her childhood as the daughter of refugees, her survival of domestic abuse, and her experiences as an outlier
woman in science. She ponders all these aspects of her years with the food she cooks as one who holds memories of a
country gone. Khabaar is partly a history of South Asian cuisine as it migrated with immigrants like her, and partly a memoir of a
fascinating life as a child uprooted time and again.

Madhushree Ghosh’s work is Pushcart-nominated and has been published in the New York Times, Guernica, The

Missouri Review, The Rumpus, Catapult, Longreads, Hippocampus, Atlas Obscura, The Kitchn, Unearth
Women, Panorama, Garnet News, DAME, Red Hen Press and others. Her leadership positions include Vice-President,

Strategic Alliances and Projects at NeoGenomics Laboratories, Thermo Fisher Scientific, QIAGEN, AltheaDx and Enigma
Diagnostics leading multiple successful oncology NGS (CDx) and infectious diseases’ diagnostics regulated product
launches and commercialization.
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GOOD WOMEN
Halle Hill

• Hub City Press |FICTION | Fall 2022
The acclaimed Tennessee writer Halle Hill follows the lives of sixteen Black
women through Appalachia and the Deep South in this collection, exploring the
shaping of their realities. Considering their foundations in generational trauma,
Halle Hill observes how place, blood-ties, desperation, obsessions, and
boundaries (or lack thereof), influence the navigation of their worlds and how
they privately long for witness.
As these women wrestle with need, they find themselves in mundane, painfully
ordinary experiences that are steeped with resiliency and humor. This collection
of stories will be published in the Cold Mountain Fund Series, in partnership with
Charles Frazier.
Halle Hill’s work has been featured in Joyland, Hobart, and the Oxford American magazine, where she won the 2020
Debut Fiction Call.

SHOT CLOCK

Caron Butler, NBA All-Star
and justin a. reynolds
• HarperCollins/Tegan Books |MIDDLE GRADE| Summer 2022

Think Amar’e Stoudemire’s Stats
meets Kwame Alexander’s Crossover
In this first book in a new series by former NBA All-Star Caron Butler and
justin a. reynolds, a young boy – the kind of kid who is all too often unseen
and overlooked – finds his place on a basketball team coached by a former AllStar who returns to his hometown.
The series will explore the transformative impact of playing basketball in a
place and at a time when kids are struggling, teaching them that they have a
lot more to offer the world than just a jump shot. Each book will be told from
a different player’s perspective as the team strives for victory on the court and
our heroes learn to follow their dreams beyond the backboard.
Entrepreneur, philanthropist and activist Caron Butler is a former two-time
NBA All-Star, currently a TV commentator on ESPN, NBC, TNT and NBA TV,
and host of The Tuff Juice Podcast. His memoir Tuff Juice: My Journey from
the Streets to the NBA is being produced as a film by Mark Wahlberg.
Prominent kidlit author justin reynolds’ work has been translated into seventeen
languages. His recent books include Miles Morales in Shock Waves, Early
Departures and Opposite of Always.
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FACES WE LOVE SHANGHAI
Compiled by Derek Muhs and Marisa Noemi Tarin
Balmaceda
• City Point Press |PHOTOGRAPHY/PHOTO ESSAYS | April 2022
Faces We Love Shanghai highlights honest moments of life in
Shanghai, those moments that are at times heart-breaking and hopeful,
serendipitous and authentic. Go beyond the glitz, glamour, and bustle of
one of the most populated cities on the planet and discover the real
heartbeat and soul of Shanghai—its people.
This love letter to a city visited by many but truly seen by few, takes you
on a journey through Shanghai’s narrow alleyways and secluded
backstreets. The 100 mostly full-color photographs captured by a team of
passionate artists and photographers reveal an untold story, showcasing
the beauty and joy behind everyday moments and people often
overlooked.
Also featured in the book are photographs of a community working together as a team, supporting one another in a
time of tremendous stress and anxiety as COVID-19 swept the globe and the world pointed its finger at China. In a
world divided, this stunning photography book cuts through the language barriers and cultural divide to bring us a work
of pure craftsmanship—a collection that shows the raw beauty of people as they really are.

THE MAN WHO CAME AND WENT
Joe Stillman

• City Point Press |FICTION | March 2022
From an Academy Award® nominated writer comes a magical tale set
in a small desert town. Something new and strange – and
yet achingly familiar – begins to unfold when a cook
transforms the lives of locals and visitors.

Fifteen-year-old Belutha Mariah, our storyteller, is the oldest of three kids from
three different fathers. Her life’s goal is to keep her dysfunctional mom, Maybell,
from procreating yet again and to leave the coffin-sized town of Hadley, Arizona the
moment she graduates high school. Then along comes Bill, the new grill cook at
Maybell’s Diner. He’s a mysterious drifter with the ability to mind-read orders. As
word spreads in Hadley and beyond, the curious and desperate pour into this small
desert town to eat at Maybell's. Some believe Bill knows the secrets of the universe;
Belutha figures he’s probably nuts. But she finds her angry heart opening as Bill
begins to show her the porous boundary between this life and what comes after.
Joe Stillman co-wrote Shrek for Dreamworks which earned him an Academy
Award® nomination for Best Adapted Screenplay and the Annie and BAFTA Awards. Other features are Beavis &
Butthead Do America, Shrek 2, Gulliver’s Travels, Planet 51 and Joseph King Of Dreams. He was co-producer and writer
on television’s King of the Hill, for which he received two Emmy Award® nominations. He was a writer and story editor
for Nickelodeon’s The Adventures of Pete and Pete and a writer on MTV’s Beavis and Butthead. He’s currently working
on a Curious George feature for streaming on Peacock.
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THUNDERBALL: A Nikki Doyle Novel April 021
ROLLOVER: A Nikki Doyle Novel March 2020
Coming SPRING 2022

MISS SCARLETT IN THE LIBRARY
Paula Longhurst

• Open Flame Press | CRIME FICTION | Spring
2022
Nikki Doyle, always cheeky, intuitive, and quick-witted,
is a lottery-winner protection agent, providing security
for lucky winners so that con-men, madmen and
journalists can’t get at them. Nikki is also a magnet for
trouble.
In all three novels we find Nikki being bounced,
burned, beaten and bruised … but she’s never
defeated.
Paula Longhurst is a London girl living in Utah and working as a bookseller at The King’s English Bookstore in Salt
Lake City.

DREAMLAND COURT
Dale Herd
• City Point Press |CRIME FICTION | February 2022
“No one writes American better than Dale Herd. His writing is like some bastard offspring

of a liaison between Charles Bukowski and Joan Didion—unflinching and streetwise as
Bukowski, but with Joan Didion ’s unfailing clarity and intelligence.”
–Lewis MacAdams, Wet Magazine

“Herd is a meticulous recorder of the language we move around in, and he possesses the

skill and guts to take it all the way. His underground novel Dreamland Court is simply a
masterpiece.” –Kevin Opstedal, Blue Press Books

Reminiscent of the pathos in Hubert Selby’s Last Exit to Brooklyn and the
comedy of John Synge’s The Playboy of the Western World, Dale Herd focuses
his astute gaze on lives that are ordinarily invisible, while turning the
conventional love story on its head.
Just out of prison, Johnny Dalton returns home to find his wife Jackie, the
mother of his two small children, involved with one of his good friends. Doing
everything in his power to win her back, Johnny blunders his way through one
criminal enterprise after another. When the cops pick him up for being the only adult present at a wild teenage party,
he’s sent back to jail. The strange thing is, as far as Jackie is concerned, Johnny’s maneuvers actually work.
Dale Herd is the author of four books of short stories, Early Morning Wind, Wild Cherries, Diamonds, and Empty
Pockets. This is his first novel.
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HOLY FOOD: RECIPES AND FOODWAYS FROM CULTS,
COMMUNES, AND NEW RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS
Christina Ward

• Process Media | COOKING/HISTORY | January 2022 |
75 b&w images
Does God have a recipe? In Holy Food Christina Ward explores the influence of
orthodox and unorthodox beliefs on modern food and the origins of rules,
taboos, feasting, and fasting in assorted religions. She investigates food
regulations since Pythagoras told followers to not eat beans; from Kosher and
Halal rules to Catholic limits on Friday’s meals; from Latter Day Saint’s shunning
coffee to Quakers’ abstaining from meat. Ward also examines the explosion of
new religious movements, skillfully navigating between cookbooks, academic
text, and interviews.
Christina Ward is a food historian and writer who was recently featured in
Padma Lakshmi’s TV series Taste the Nation. She is the author of American
Advertising Cookbooks and Preservation: The Art and Science of Canning,

Fermentation and Dehydration.

BAWDY TALES AND TRIFLES OF DEVILRIES FOR LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN OF EXPERIENCE
Artist Eugène Lepoittevin
Afterword by Fanny Woodcock / Introduction by Sarah Burns
• Feral House| EROTICA/ART| November 2021|
40 B&W illustrations
Commissioned by and for wealthy aristocrats for their private
amusements and complimented with rare erotic lithographs by renowned
illustrator Eugene Lepoittevin we introduce a selection of stories, poems,
limericks, and bon mots assured to delight the most refined of
connoisseurs. The drawings are more humorous than titillating and reflect
the sense of absurdity prevalent in European eroticism. Even so, they
were long banned in Europe and the U.S., with the government going so
far as to confiscate copies intended for the Kinsey Institute in 1956.
The selection of writings is culled from humorous erotic pastiches and rare writing privately printed for exclusive
collectors by underground publishers that have long been hidden in the Private Case of the British Library and the
L’Enfer of the Biblioteque Nationale du France. Bawdy Tales is designed with the collector in mind, utilizing vegan
leather and gold embossing to simulate period Morocco binding.
EUGÈNE LEPOITTEVIN (1806-1870) was a French artist who achieved early and lifelong success as a landscape and
maritime painter. His work ranged from erotic caricatures to massive battle scenes. His lithographs and paintings are in
collections of museums throughout France. Art Historian Sarah Burns introduces Lepoittevin’s work and career. She is
the author of Pastoral Inventions: Rural Life in Nineteenth-Century American Art and Culture; Inventing the Modern

Artist: Art and Culture in Gilded Age America; Painting the Dark Side: Art and the Gothic Imagination in 19th Century
America, and (with John Davis) American Art to 1900: A Documentary History.
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UNSOLVED: The Jonbenet Ramsey Murder 25 Years Later
Paula Woodward
• City Point Press |TRUE CRIME | November 2021
After the murder of tiny, gorgeous beauty pageant princess 6-year-old JonBenét
Ramsey, the, suspicion immediately fell on the family. Rumors and misinformation planted by law enforcement sped rapidly around the world and photos of
JonBenét whipped the case into a judgmental frenzy.
Emmy Award-winning investigative journalist Paula Woodward was one of the
few journalists who reported the family’s side of the story. Here, at 25 years, she
revisits the cold case to share new insider information and she explores
questions still swirling around the heinous murder.
PAULA WOODWARD spent 32 years as the chief investigative reporter for the
#1TV news station in Denver, where she landed exclusive interviews and
exposed public corruption and wrongdoing with hidden cameras and powerful
investigations. Woodward has been recognized with more than 50 accolades for
her reportage, including the Edward R. Murrow and the Society of Professional
Journalism awards, and multiple Emmy awards.

BEYOND DONE WITH THE CRYING: More Answers and
Advice for Parents of Estranged Adult Children
Sheri McGregor
• Sowing Creek Press | RELATIONSHIPS | November 2021

Essential insights to move your family forward
when your child cuts you out of their life
A breath of fresh air offering a new perspective and providing support, encouragement,
resources, and compassion to good parents who have found themselves in an
unimaginable situation.”—Maritza Parks, Inspired Journeys Counseling
“This wonderful book will help you see how you can hold your chin up high, dry your
eyes, and get on with your life.” —Joi Sigers, Self Help Daily.com
“I am a Family Practice doctor and none of my training in psychiatry or medical textbooks
helped me through the healing process but Done With the Crying did! I recommend this
book as first-line treatment.” — Dr. Alison Garza, M.D.

In this follow-up to the highly regarded and illuminating DONE WITH THE
CRYING, Sheri McGregor offers a practical toolkit filled with information and
solutions to the complex, real-life problems that plague parents of estranged
adult children and their families. She gives mothers and fathers ways to move beyond acceptance and initial healing,
and to tackle the toughest realities of this "blame the parent" era, with a compassionate and authoritative voice.
Sheri McGregor is author of Done with the Crying, and the Done with the Crying Workbook. She holds a bachelor's
degree in psychology and a master's degree in human behavior. She has been featured in HuffPost, AARP, Good
Housekeeping, SixtyandMe, The Saturday Evening Post, Vanity Fair, PsychCentral, SelfHelpDaily.com, and many other
publications.
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JAMES FLORA

(1914-1998) was the author/illustrator of
17 popular children's books. He worked with renowned children's
book editor Margaret McElderry at Harcourt Brace and Atheneum.
His books included The Fabulous Firework Family, The Day the Cow
Sneezed, Leopold, the See-Through Crumbpicker, and Stewed
Goose. Flora balanced a devilish sense of humor and a flair for
juxtaposing playfulness, absurdity, and scariness into storybooks
that kids and adults want to read over and over again.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GRANDPA'S FARM
• Feral Kids |4+|November 2021|2&3 color illustrations
per page

Tall, I mean VERY TALL, tales from the farm!
Grandpa lives on a farm and likes to tell his grandson tall tales.
There is no end to Grandpa's hilarious invention -- or to James
Flora's comic illustrations. Here are just a few of Grandpa’s
whoppers! Grandpa is almost as tall as the trees. So tall, he feeds
worms to the birds nesting in his hat. Grandpa's eyebrows are so
bushy they fell down his face and turned into his beard. Grandma's
hen was such a good layer, she could sit on a doorknob and hatch a
door! Grandpa’s Farm is the perfect companion to Grandpa's Ghost
Stories and Grandpa's Witched-Up Christmas.

LEOPOLD, THE SEE-THROUGH CRUMBPICKER
• Feral Kids |4+|November 2021|2&3 color illustrations
per page

Minerva has a very hungry, invisible friend.
What could go wrong?
Have you ever seen a See-Through Crumbpicker? Well, neither had
Minerva! But, one day, eating yummy cookies and dropping lots of
crumbs because her front teeth were missing, Leopold the SeeThrough Crumbpicker brushed by her and ate up all the crumbs. He
sounded nice, and he felt warm and furry—so even though she
couldn't see him, they became fast friends.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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THE EMERGENCE OF CHARISMATIC BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP
Richard S. Tedlow
• City Point Press | BUSINESS/LEADERSHIP | September 2021
CHINESE RIGHTS sold to Popular Science Press
“A brilliantly enlightening read…with an illuminating and deftly amusing style .”
–TOM NICHOLAS, William Abernathy Professor of Business Administration,
Harvard Business School

“A human and colorful history of how and why magnetic personality, celebrity status
even, became woven into the job spec for business leaders.”
–MICHAEL DEARING, CEO and Founder, Harrison Metal

Harvard Business School Emeritus professor Richard S. Tedlow examines how a
handful of individuals have transformed the face of modern-day leadership,
making charisma essential to the role. Tedlow looks at leaders like Elon Musk,
Steve Jobs, and Oprah Winfrey, pioneers who were once outsiders and found
success by innovating their management style and using their charisma to
champion their clear and ambitious vision. He also considers the careers of
people who used their charisma to mislead, like Jeff Skilling of Enron and
Elizabeth Holmes of Theranos. Tedlow thoroughly examines how skills and
management tools are used as well, to create and sustain robust and successful
businesses. And he also explores why star power and stage presence for CEOs and executives has become essential.
Richard Tedlow is Professor of Business Administration Emeritus at the Harvard Business School. His books Giants of
Enterprise and Andy Grove made Business Week’s top ten best business books of the year, and the latter was
selected by Barack Obama as one of the ten books he recommends for leaders. Tedlow’s work has been translated
into French, Russian, Hungarian, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Indonesian, Korean, and Japanese.

THE EATER OF DARKNESS
Robert M. Coates

Introduction and notes by Mathilde Roza
• City Point Press | FICTION | September 2021
Considered by many to be one of the most unique, avant-garde works published by
the Lost Generation, and hailed as the first Dada novel published by an American, The
Eater of Darkness has been out of print for more than 50 years. This new edition, with
a fresh introduction and contemporary material, pays homage to the groundbreaking
life and career of Robert Coates.
Often compared to Flann O’Brien’s The Third Policeman, The Eater of Darkness is an
acclaimed crime novel and a study in surrealist fiction; an experimentation of style,
structure, and syntax; and an innovative, avant-garde concoction from an author who
wrote years ahead of his time. Characters disappear and reappear; events spiral in a
disorienting, antirealistic fashion; and genres collide in an unpredictable, dreamlike
conclusion.
Robert Myron Coates was art critic for the New Yorker for more than 40 years. He coined the term “abstract
expressionism” in reference to the works of Jackson Pollock and Willem de Kooning. He wrote this first novel while living
in Paris in the 1920s, brushing shoulders with literary giants like Malcolm Cowley, Ford Maddox Ford, and Ernest
Hemingway.
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HUMAN WORK IN THE AGE OF SMART MACHINES
Jamie Merisotis
• RosettaBooks| ECONOMICS/SOCIAL POLICY |October 2020
The role of workers is being transformed—and even
rendered obsolete—by automation and artificial intelligence

Jamie Merisotis, author of the award-winning book America Needs Talent argues
here that we must prepare to work alongside smart machines, doing that which only
humans can: thinking critically, reasoning ethically, interacting interpersonally, and
serving others with empathy.
Merisotis offers a roadmap for the large-scale, radical changes we need to make to
find abundant and meaningful work in the 21st century. His vision centers on
developing our unique capabilities as humans through a lifetime of learning
opportunities that are easy to navigate, deliver fair results, and offer a broad range
of credentials—from college degrees to occupational certifications. By shifting longheld ideas about how the workforce should function and expanding our concept of
work, he argues that we can harness the population’s potential, encourage a deeper
sense of community, and erase a centuries-long system of inequality.
JAMIE MERISOTIS is president and CEO of Lumina Foundation, an independent private foundation committed to
making opportunities for learning beyond high school available to all. He previously served as co-founder and president
of the nonpartisan Washington, D.C.–based Institute for Higher Education Policy. He is a frequent media commentator
and contributor, appearing in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, National Journal, Stanford
Social Innovation Review, Politico, Roll Call, Washington Monthly, and other publications.

RISK: LIVING ON THE EDGE
Michael E. Tennenbaum with Donna Beech
• RosettaBooks| FINANCE/RISK MANAGEMENT| August 2019
“A towering positive example of what one good person can accomplish in this life.”
—John H. McArthur, Dean Emeritus, Harvard Business School

“You will learn so much about how creative finance and securities markets really work in this
candid, action-packed book that you will wish it were much longer.” —Charles D. Ellis,
director of The Vanguard Group, and author of Winning the Loser’s Game
“Chock full of examples of new ways to look at the world…a helpful reminder that the key to

living on the edge is about asking the right question and forcing yourself out of your comfort
zone." —Steve Case, co-founder, AO and author of #1 New York Times and Wall
Street Journal bestseller The Third Wave

Financier, adventurer, and philanthropist Michael Tennenbaum, a daredevil who feeds
sharks and swims with humpback whales, who has lifted off from an aircraft carrier,
descended in a nuclear submarine, trained with the Navy SEALs, and taken the
Olympic bobsled run in Innsbruck, describes his theory of risk as the compelling force
of some people’s lives, and the trait that drives visionary pioneers toward their unending accomplishments. He delivers
intriguing insider details on how “impossible” deals are completed, along with an inspiring guide to applying risk-taking
successfully to your business and personal life. He imparts insights from investment banking, risk arbitrage, and options;
the inner machinations of his high-stakes deals; and the backstory to innovations he created. He also shares strategies
on applying boldness and challenging the status quo to seize opportunities, face struggles that pay off, manage
mistakes, and give back to one’s community.
MICHAEL TENNENBAUM is the founder of Caribbean Capital & Consultancy, a co-founder of Tennenbaum Capital
Partners and a former general partner of Bear Stearns, where he introduced innovations in investment banking, risk
arbitrage, and options during his Wall Street career. He is a recipient of the Department of Defense Distinguished
Civilian Service Award and is on the national board of the Smithsonian Institution.
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THE WOW FACTOR WORKPLACE: HOW TO CREATE A BEST
PLACE TO WORK CULTURE
Deb Boelkes
• Business World Rising | BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION |2020
In this brave new Covid world, WORK is a whole new ball game. Not only
has the playbook for how to work effectively been completely rewritten, but
how to be an understanding, inspiring and effective leader requires a whole
new toolbox.
In her multiple award-winning The Wow Factor Workplace, Deb Boelkes
gives you real insights and action steps on how to become the kind of leader
everyone wants to work for. She offers strategies, tips and tools for creating
an exceptional working environment because, no matter what people do for
a living, no matter their title or salary, everyone wants to feel appreciated for
their efforts by their companies and their direct managers.
Deb Boelkes is not just a role model leader; she’s the ultimate authority on
creating best places to work, with 25+ years in Fortune 150 technology
firms, leading superstar business development organizations and global
services operations. As an entrepreneur, Boelkes has accelerated
advancement for women to senior leadership. As a keynote speaker, she has
delighted and inspired over 1,000 audiences. As a writer, she has written for
CNN Business, The Standard, Young Upstarts, and Buzz, among others.

HISTORY IN ONE ACT

William Arkin
• Featherproof | FICTION | June 2021
“Pull[s] the attack out of the realm of memory and put[s] it in the realm of

history, where it can be treated with all the careful thought, imagination, and
context it deserves." —Current Affairs

This fresh retelling of 9/11 completely and instantly immerses readers into two
worlds: one of al Qaeda, and one of American espionage. We all know how that
tragic day culminated, but the deeper we dive into its origins, we come to understand 9/11 in a new way. In this unique book (fully footnoted and based on
original documents) William Arkin – whose formidable career as Army intelligence
analyst, human rights scholar, military consultant, and finally journalist uniquely
equips him to bridge disparate worlds – presents an alternate record of history,
forcing the reader to grapple with a new understanding for why this worldchanging attack happened and how our indifference to the human strivings and
grievances of the perpetrators made us blind then, and keeps us blind even
today.
National security expert William M. Arkin’s award-winning reporting has
appeared on the front pages of the Washing-ton Post, New York Times, and Los
Angeles Times and he was a veteran NBC News analyst. His books include Unmanned: Drones, Data, and the Illusion of
Perfect Warfare; Top Secret America: The Rise of the New American Security State; and American Coup: Martial Life

and the Invisible Sabotage of the Constitution.
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DR. JAMIE KOUFMAN is a New York Times bestselling author and one of the world's leading authorities
on reflux disease and cough. Koufman founded and directed the Voice Institute of New York and
was a Professor of Clinical Otolaryngology at New York Medical College. As a surgeon, she pioneered laryngeal
framework surgery and performed voice (vocal cord)reconstruction surgery. Dr. Koufman coined the terms
laryngopharyngeal reflux, silent reflux, and airway reflux.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DROPPING ACID: THE REFLUX DIET COOKBOOK & CURE
• Reflux Cookbooks | FOOD/HEALTH
CHINESE TRADITIONAL RIGHTS sold Acme Press
POLISH RIGHTS sold to Vital

This New York Times bestselling book was the first to offer a nontraditional
diet to help cure reflux , as well as the best and worst foods for a reflux
sufferer. Dr. Jamie Koufman, one of the world's leading authorities on the
diagnosis and treatment of acid reflux, uses her extensive research to define
this shockingly common disease and explain why a change in diet can alleviate
some of the most typical symptoms. Her recipes use tasty fats as flavorings,
not just as main ingredients, and include a variety of dishes that prove living
with reflux doesn’t mean living without delicious food.
Koufman offers a list of reflux trigger foods and food allergies and includes
natural reflux remedies, as well as 75 original, delicious, and reflux-friendly
recipes.

THE CHRONIC COUGH ENIGMA: THE PATH TO A CURE
Foreword by Suze Orman
• Katalitix Media | RESPIRATORY/MEDICAL | New PREFACE 2021
GERMAN RIGHTS sold TO VAK (at auction)
POLISH RIGHTS sold to Vital

The Chronic Cough Enigma is written for people who have been coughing for

months or years and cannot get useful answers from their doctors. National
expert and bestselling author Dr. Jamie Koufman has spent almost 50 years
successfully managing the recovery of thousands of long-suffering patients,
mostly patients who’ve been frustrated by a lack of treatment options or whose
problems have been unresponsive to past treatment, be it for asthma or
shortness of breath.
Now with a new preface, The Chronic Cough Enigma’s potentially life-changing
information offers the possibility of being cured. It gives self-diagnosis help and
practical treatment answers about how to cure cough with diet, lifestyle, and
natural remedies.
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ALL OF ME IS ILLUSTRATED: Stories by Ray Bradbury, Tattoos
by Today’s Leading Artists
• A Laurence Schiller Book w/RosettaBooks and InkedMedia
• Curated by Sami Hajar and photographed by Peter Roessler for Inked
• 272 pages, 8 1/2 X 11 1/2 in., 127 photographs
• March 2020
•

ITALIAN and GERMAN rights sold to White Star

All of Me Is Illustrated is the first book to feature Ray Bradbury’s treasured

stories “The Illustrated Man” and “The Illustrated Woman” together alongside the
most stunning tattooed bodies today. Photographs of renowned tattoo artists and
their intricate living pieces are breathtaking companions to Bradbury’s classic and
illuminating tales of relationships upended or enriched by the ancient art form. With an
introduction by tattoo collector and scholar Anna Felicity Friedman, the result is a book
that showcases both masters of their craft and a storyteller like no other.

TO THE STARS THROUGH DIFFICULTIES
Romalyn Tilghman

• She Writes Press | FICTION
GERMAN rights sold to Fischer

………………………………………….…
Independent Publisher Award (Ippy) Gold Medal
Next Generation Indie Award Finalist
Pulpwood Queen Selection

Foreword INDIES Book of the Year Finalist
A Kansas Notable Book of the Year

………………………………………….…
"Deeply charming…Tilghman has crafted a glorious quilt of voices here, a beautiful chorus of
resilience.” —Gayle Brandeis, author of the Bellwether Prize winner The Book of Dead Birds
"A gem; an endearing story about redemption and transformation.”
—Heidi Durrow, author of the New York Times bestseller The Girl Who Fell From the Sky
Fischer Verlag’s Jasmin Duering, writing to the author: "Me and my colleagues were

talking a lot about what literature means to us these days, what books can do to comfort us, what
we like to read at the moment, what will help us start over after the lockdown. Some words were
mentioned again and again in our conversations: community, solidarity, strength and resilience of normal people... One night I sat on
my balcony searching the internet for books about those kinds of topics and that's when I found To the Stars Through Difficulties
… This was exactly the book we were all looking for and I instantly fell in love with the three brave women. Traci is my favourite. I
then gave the manuscript to Cordelia who could not put it down and was smitten, too. We love the encouraging message of your
novel and the appreciation of women everywhere in the world, at all times. And we think this is the perfect time for it."

This contemporary, very cinematic, women’s fiction is an ode to the power of books, of libraries, and of
women to save their own lives.
Angelina, a drifting Ph.D. candidate returns to her father's Kansas hometown to complete her dissertation just as Traci
and Gayle arrive in town—Traci as an artist-in-residence at the Arts Center and Gayle as a refugee from the neighboring
town after it is destroyed by a tornado. The discovery of an old journal inspires the three women to overcome turmoil
and tragedy and work together to create a library and arts center. As they do, Angelina discovers that problem-solving
is more valuable than her degree, Traci reveals her enormous heart, and Gayle demonstrates that courage is not about
waiting out a storm but building a future.
This is Romalyn Tilghman’s debut as a novelist.
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